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Mario tennis aces beginners guide



We all know how tennis works. You have a ball, a few rackets, a net and a place – if it was just that easy in Mario Tennis Aces. This Nintendo Switch sports game pits two teams of classic Mario characters against each other in crazy, kooky matches that hardly resemble a real game of
tennis. There is a lot of new things to do in Mario Tennis Aces. That's not standard, just Mario tennis. This is a match on a tennis court. Before you jump into the game, you will probably want to see how complicated this game can be. They have four different types of shots, two special shots,
stab shots, blocks, counters, and even a time-slowing focus ability. Grab your rackets, let's start serving. More Mario Tennis Aces Guides on Gameranx: Mario Tennis Aces: How to Get New Characters &amp; Cards | Unlockables Guide Your Character Determines your Playstyle Not every
character plays exactly the same. There are differences, so it's important that you choose someone to match your style of play. Test them all and see what works for you; All-round heroes like Mario and Luigi should be easy for everyone to pick and play, but woody powerhouses like Donkey
Kong and Bowser require a little more finesse. The toughest characters are the tricky ones – Boo and Rosalina have weird trick shots and special shots. There are four different types of shots (and you should learn them all) There are four standard shot types assigned to each of the four
face keys on your controller. Each also has a different effect — Topspin, Slice, Flat and Drop/Lob Shot. Topspin is your default shot, while the disc is a more difficult low-bounce shot that has a controllable sharp curve. The flat shot sends a ball straight, which gives it very little height and a
lot of speed. The Drop/Lob Shots are some of the most important shots you want to learn early. The Lob Shot sends the ball extremely high, while the drop shot hits deep and gives the ball a tiny jump that can easily trick players when they are at the far end of the field. If you want to
enhance your tennis skills, you will want to master every shot. You can counter all these different shot types to increase your energy counter, all you need to do is tap your shot button early. Beat it early enough and you can load/Max load your shots — and Max charges are strong enough
to send your opponent slip back. Max Charge shots are really powerful, but they can all counter. PRO TIP: Look at the color of the trail to see the type of recording. Topspin is red, disc is blue, flat is purple. In order to should encounter certain shots with a different type of shot. That is really
well advanced, but here we are; Topspin counters slice shots and vice versa. Flat Shots counters other flat shots. Look at the colors to see what kind of shots you have in front of you! Save energy energy Trick Shots (And Star Shots) As I mentioned earlier, Trick Shots are a different kind of
shot, all unique to each individual character. Trick shots are special shots that require precise positioning and timing - usually your character will slide far left/right and return the shot. If you're too late, you'll be spending energy, but if your timing is perfect, you won't consume any energy at
all. Speaking of energy, there is another unique image that you can use when an star appears. Typically, the star is used to ward off zone shots. Zone shots require at least 1/3 of the energy meter. If you don't have energy, you can still use Star Shots. Quickly rush to a star and hold [Y] to
start a super-powered star shot. Zone Shots, Special Shots and Power Shots Let's finally talk about energy. Energy is used for a few different forces. When you hit 1/3 of your meter, you can start with Zone Shots. Hurry to a star that appears and press [R] before the ball lands to jump and
switch to first-person mode. You will be able to target your shots perfectly and send them into a hard corner or directly into your opponent. If you fill up your counter up to 100%, you unlock the Special Shot ability. Tap [L] when the ball is in your place to immediately start a special shot. Like
zone shooting, you enter first-person mode and aim your shot. Both zone shots and special shots can damage your opponent's racket if they don't fire their shot perfectly. Special shots are incredibly dangerous to block. Zone Shots take 1/3 of your racket if you miss a hit. Special shots
smash your racket in a single hit if you miss. If you still need a point to win, you'll probably want to save your energy and unleash a dangerous special shot for a free point. Use zone speed to block zone shots &amp; special shots zone shots and special shots can be blocked! Whether you're
too far from a shot or want to make your block perfectly lonely, you can hold [R] to slow down time. Get very, very close to a ball and take a shot to block. It must be practically right next to your character for a successful block. If you strike too early, your racket will be damaged. It's really,
really hard to block zone shots, and insanely hard to block special shots. If you have no other choice, slow down the time and try stop these special shots! Play through the story to unlock more phases At the beginning of the game it looks like you don't have many phases to choose from.
They start with only a few variations of the Marina Stadium. Don't worry, the strange and wonderful stages from previous tennis matches are still to be found. All you have to do is play through the campaign. You unlock six more steps with weird gimmicks. Complete all five worlds, and you'll
get each to randomly play locally or online. You Can Turn Off The Kooky Gimmicks Don't Like the Gimmicks? Would you like to You can! In Local, simply press [+ / -] to open the custom playlist. Select the maps to display at random. You can also disable level hazards at each level. If you
only want to play a specific card, simply place a single dish on the playlist that is repeated. You Can Turn Off Energy Too Energy is the new mechanic that changes everything about Mario Tennis Aces. If you are looking for a cleaner version of the game, you can play with friends or online
without energy. In the rule settings, change the gameplay to Simple – it's really easy to play without all these extra powers. Want more characters? Participate in these tournaments! More characters are coming! Update your copy of Mario Tennis Aces and you'll be more? on your character
select screen. More characters are released with monthly tournaments. When you play in the tournament, you unlock this month's character much earlier. If you don't want to participate, you can just wait for the tournament to end. The character is unlocked for everyone. Do you have your
own beginner tips that we need to know? Write a comment below! Tennis with a combative twist. This is the best way to describe Mario Tennis Aces for Nintendo Switch. Yes, it's tennis, but just being good at tennis isn't enough to be the winner. To be great, you'll have to master a number
of critical and devastating shot types, play mind games with your opponent, and always be on the lookout for the unexpected. Play Adventure Mode First Off the bat, the Mario Tennis Asse shoots you in Adventure, the story mode that sees Mario retrieve power stones to save Luigi.
Adventure not only offers a number of remixed tennis challenges, but it is the only best way to learn and master different shots, develop strategies, and prepare yourself for the henchmen of online matches. Consider it an advanced tutorial, and a must if you want any hope of winning
competitive online matches or against the most difficult AI. Learn the basic moves Yet, if you just want to play with friends either locally or online, here's a quick overview of what you're learning in story mode. The eight shot types Topspin (A) – The simplest and fastest shot. Slice (B) –
Although a slower shot by default, the disc bends in the air and takes a sideways skewed hop when it lands. Praise (X + Up) – High arc shot that lands gently and typically near the back of the square. Drop (X + Down) Another slow shot, but this is the opposite of a lob as it descends quickly
and lands just above the net. Flat (Y) – A shot that breaks the back and forth of topspin and slice shots, this shot moves quickly in the air on a constant trajectory. It doesn't jump as high as the disc or as fast as topspin shots, giving your opponent less time to get it. TrickShot (right stick) - -
About half the length of the square, moving the right stick left or right tells your character to vault quickly to get to a ball that is out of reach. Trick recordings don't require additional key press unless you use one to block a zone shot. Zone Shot (R or ZR) – After storing energy, you will
sometimes see a sparkling star symbol as the ball moves to your side of the square. Get under the icon and press R or ZR to bounce into the air and manually aim this fast moving shot. Special Shot (L or ZL) – If you're sizzling energy counter white, you can press L or ZL with the ball on
your side of the court (you don't really need to be close) to execute your character's special shot. This shot moves even faster than a zone shot and is ridiculously challenging for your opponent to return. It consumes all of your energy meter. On served, you can use either topspin, slice or flat
shots. Press the button once to press the ball, and then press it again when it falls down. The further you drop the ball before you hit it, the faster you serve. The timing is pretty easy to master and you will soon see good flashing across the screen on most serves. Learn to charge your
energy meter Your energy meter is important to perform zone shots and special shots. But it doesn't just fill up because you have a long rally going on. To fill the green circle in the upper left corner of the screen, you need to put a little more on your shots. Before the ball comes to your
racket – and ideally before the ball even leaves the opponent's side on the court – hold down the button of the shot you want to execute. Most of the time, this will be topspin or slice. The result is a faster shot and an energy boost in the counter. You can also fill your energy meter by
completing trick shots. Always, and we always mean, you work to fill your energy meter. It is important how you will find out soon. Zone shots are confusing, and a key to victory There will come a time, probably quickly, if you get annoyed and confused by zone shots. You'll think: My energy
meter is full, where's the sparkling star or how come they keep getting zone shots? The reason why Zone Shot chances appear or don't appear on the screen is one of the most confusing aspects of Mario Tennis Aces. In our experience, zone shooting chances are most common after you
hit a successful charge shot back to your opponent and you in your meter. On the other hand, zone shot chances for your opponent to come after they hit a charge shot and you are unable to return it with a powerful shot of your own. That's why it's always a good step to work towards filling
your energy meter – it increases your chances of zone shots. How to run a Zone Shot Zone Shots is difficult to get the shot out. When you see the star, run over to meet Press R or ZR. You jump into the air, time slows down, and you're in first-person view with a tracer in the middle of the
screen. You have to aim at the tracer, but you don't have much time. You'll notice around the target, a number of 1-100 drops quickly – that's your energy indicator. The faster you aim and fire your shot, the less energy you lose, so don't be fooled. When your meter reaches zero – and stays
there for a moment – before you fire your shot, the ball moves up and slowly across the pitch, basically teeing off your opponent for an easy return instead. So, where should you aim to shoot your zone? The clearest and safest choice is on the opposite side of the square, from where your
opponent currently stands. This will make them think very quickly and use a trick shot to get to the ball in time. Aim at the edges of the square, whether that will be in the back or front corners, leaving the opponent with little space to work with. Or, if your opponent is closer to the net, aim it
over their head for a safe firing point. How to block zone shots that fire a zone shot is fun and often leads to a point, but being on the receiving end of one is disheartening. To block a zone shot, you need to do several things right, none of which are particularly easy. First, you should slow
down the time as soon as you see your opponent's racket moving in the air. To do this, press R or ZR. Slowing down time exhausts your energy display, so don't do this too soon or too long, but it's a need to see where the ball is going. As we have already mentioned, targeting zone shots
on the opposite side of the square is the safest, so expect the main burden of the opponent's zone shots to follow the same strategy. This means that you have to slow down the time and then use a trick shot to get to the ball. Trick recordings also slow down the time, so after pressing R or
ZR, release and tilt the stick. When before a zone shot, timing is the key. You have to wait until the ball is right on your racket before you press a shot button, otherwise a call will say too soon. Incorrectly timed blocks come weakly from the racket, while successful blocks go off with a spring.
We found that waiting until it feels just a bit late is actually when you should press the button to return a zone shot. Remember, even the best players won't always be able to get to zone shots. If your opponent places them in corners or on the lines and you are away at the End of the course,
you will have a very hard time to give it back. Remember when you position your character on the court. Bust(ing)ed racket As just mentioned, if you don't have a zone shot properly, you get a prompt too early – and there's even more bad news. You damage your racket. If your racket takes
too much damage, you will be knocked out and automatically lose the game regardless of the score. So, think you before attempting to block zone shots. If you are firmly in the lead, but your racket has already suffered serious damage, it is probably best to admit the point to your opponent.
Don't try to be a hero if you can afford to lose a point, otherwise you might be knocked out even though you're playing a better game than your opponent. If your racket is weak and you drop a block, it will break and you will kick the point. Also be on the lookout for enemies who will target
your racket. Yes, we said the best option is to aim zone shots away from your opponent, but sometimes people will try to break your racket, especially if they know you don't have a block of timing down. If you're not good at blocking yet and your opponent is trying to hit a zone shot directly
at you, resist the impulse to return it. On the other hand, it's important to try to bait your opponent in too early a shot, at least early. If you learn they're not good at blocking, you can reverse your strategy and target zone shots directly at them to go for the KO. Master the trick shot to improve
your defense Each character has his own trick shot. Some slide across the square, others jump and the wonderful Waluigi moon walks. The end result is the same – a quick movement to get to a hard-to-reach ball. If you're playing against a particularly skilful opponent who uses every shot
in his arsenal, you'll need to use more than just shots in the zone. For this reason, it is beneficial to familiarize yourself with a character, as in selecting an or two main game, and practice their trick shots until it becomes a routine part of your game. You'll need trick shots both in the latter
adventure challenges and when playing online against experienced opponents. Keep in mind that failed trick shots will exhaust your energy meter while properly executed fill it. Special shots are cool, but don't forget the basics The only shot better than a zone shot is the Special Shot, which,
as mentioned, is only available when your energy meter is full. Special recordings have their own animations. These are e-rated deaths. They're cool, we know, but unless the special shot will lead directly to a game, set, or match win – or repelled to lose one of them – be careful with it. It
completely exhausts your energy bar, which makes you vulnerable if the special shot doesn't work. The overzealous use of a special shot is a fast especially when faced with experienced human opponents. If there is no crucial point on the line, you'd rather have this energy meter available
for zone shots and slow motion. Also remember that you (and your opponent) can block special shots as you take zone shots even though they get hotter. Editorial Recommendations
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